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Abstract. We present a simple construction of an acute set of size 2d−1 + 1 in Rd

for any dimension d. That is, we explicitly give 2d−1 + 1 points in the d-dimensional
Euclidean space with the property that any three points form an acute triangle. It is
known that the maximal number of such points is less than 2d. Our result significantly
improves upon a recent construction, due to Dmitriy Zakharov, with size of order ϕd

where ϕ = (1 +
√

5)/2 ≈ 1.618 is the golden ratio.

1. Introduction

Around 1950 Erdős conjectured that given more than 2d points in Rd there are three of
them determining an obtuse angle. In 1962 Danzer and Grünbaum proved this conjecture
[4] (their proof can also be found in [1]).

In other words, if we want to find as many points as possible with all angles being at
most π/2, then we cannot do better than 2d points in dimension d. The vertices of the
d-dimensional hypercube show the existence of 2d points with this property. However, in
the hypercube many angles are actually equal to π/2. A natural question arises: what is
the maximal number of points if we want all angles to be acute, that is, strictly less than
π/2? A set of such points will be called an acute set.

The exclusion of right angles seemed to decrease the maximal number of points dramat-
ically: Danzer and Grünbaum could only find 2d−1 points, and they conjectured that this
is the best possible. However, this was only proved for d = 2, 3. (For the non-trivial case
d = 3 see e.g. [2, 6].)

Later Erdős and Füredi used the probabilistic method (choosing random vertices of the
hypercube) to prove the existence of exponentially large acute sets of size

1

2

(
2√
3

)d

> 0.5 · 1.154d.

In [7] this construction was generalized and the improved bound c · 1.2d was obtained.
Recently Dmitriy Zakharov (a high school student from Moscow) came up with stunning

explicit constructions [9]. His approach is recursive: given an acute set, the basic idea is
to double certain points (by lifting them in a particular way using an extra dimension)
and then fix the newly created right angles by a small perturbation. This way he obtained
d-dimensional acute sets of size

Fd+2 >

(
1 +
√

5

2

)d

> 1.618d, where Fn denotes the Fibonacci sequence.
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The next surprise came when a mathematics enthusiast from Ukraine (who wished to re-
main anonymous) constructed numerical examples of a 4-dimensional acute set of size 9 and
a 5-dimensional acute set of size 17. (See http://dxdy.ru/post1222167.html#p1222167

and http://dxdy.ru/post1231694.html#p1231694 for these examples.) Previously, the
best known lower bounds were 8 in dimension 4 and 13 in dimension 5, see [7, 9]. His idea
was to start from the vertices of a (d− 1)-dimensional hypercube and slightly modify the
coordinates. Using only one extra dimension he could turn the vertex set into an acute
set. Moreover, one extra point could be easily added.

Inspired by these examples we managed to make the same essential idea work in any
dimension d.

Theorem 1. There exist 2d−1 + 1 points in Rd such that any three of them form an acute
triangle.

By this we achieve the optimal exponential rate 2. Furthermore, the best known lower
and upper bounds (2d−1 + 1 and 2d − 1, respectively) are now within a factor 2.

Sketch of the construction. Let X denote a (d− 1)-dimensional hypercube in Rd, and
let u be a unit vector orthogonal to X. The idea is to slightly perturb X in a way that all
the right angles in X become acute. First we take a vertex x and move it a bit closer to
the center of X, that is, we choose a small a > 0 and shift x towards the center by distance
a. How do the right angles (involving x) change? It is easy to see that if x is the middle
point of the angle, then the angle becomes obtuse. However, if it is a non-middle point, the
angle will be acute. We can get rid of the new obtuse angles by further translating x (this
time in the orthogonal direction) with bu for some small b > 0. If a and b are appropriately
coupled, then all angles involving x become acute.

We want to proceed similarly for all other vertices. We want to avoid, however, disturbing
the acute angles that we have created so far. To this end, we will move the subsequent
vertices by a much smaller magnitude. So we take another vertex x2, shift it towards the
center by distance a2 and then translate it with b2u, where a2 and b2 are appropriately
coupled and much smaller than a and b. If we continue this way (taking smaller and smaller
pairs ai, bi), then all angles will be acute in the end. Furthermore, one more point can be
easily added to this acute set: translate the center of the hypercube by cu for some large
enough c.

In Section 2 we will make the above argument precise.

Related problems and corollaries. First we define the notion of strict antipodality.

Definition 2. Let X be a subset of Rd. For distinct points x, y ∈ X the pair (x, y) is said
to be strictly antipodal if there exist parallel hyperplanes H1 and H2 passing through x
and y (respectively) such that X \ {x, y} lie strictly between H1 and H2.

If this holds true for hyperplanes H1, H2 perpendicular to the line xy, then (x, y) is called
a strict double-normal pair.

If each pair in X is strictly antipodal, then we say that X is a strictly antipodal set.

It is easy to see that X is an acute set if and only if each pair in X is a strict double-
normal pair. If follows that any acute set is also a strictly antipodal set, and hence our
result readily implies the following lower bound on the maximal cardinality of strictly
antipodal sets.

Corollary 3. There exists a strictly antipodal set in Rd of cardinality 2d−1 + 1.

http://dxdy.ru/post1222167.html#p1222167
http://dxdy.ru/post1231694.html#p1231694
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The best earlier lower bound was 3bd/2c−1 − 1 due to Barvinok, Lee and Novik [3]. Note
that the same upper bound 2d − 1 holds for strictly antipodal sets as well [4]. Therefore
our result implies that the optimal exponential rate for strictly antipodal sets is also 2.

We also get a nearly optimal answer for another related problem. As we have seen, it
is not possible for N ≥ 2d points in Rd that all angles formed by the points are acute, or
equivalently, that all pairs are strict double-normal. The following question arises: what
is the maximal number of strict double-normal pairs for N points in Rd? It is not hard to
deduce from the Erdős–Stone theorem that this maximal number is asymptotically(

1− 1

k′(d)

)(
N

2

)
+ o(N2) for some positive integer k′(d).

A nice result of Andrey Kupavskii says that given a d-dimensional acute set of size m, one
can construct (m + d)-dimensional sets for which 1 − 1/m fraction of the pairs are strict
double-normal, see [8, Section 3]. In other words, k′(m + d) ≥ m. Combining this with
our result (i.e. setting m = 2d−1 + 1) we get the exact value k′(2d−1 + d+ 1) = 2d−1 + 1 for
any positive integer d. (In other dimensions we almost get the optimal answer: the lower
and upper bounds for k′ in [8, Theorem 3] differ by at most 1.)

2. Construction of the acute set

This section contains the proof of Theorem 1. First we give 2d−1 points by perturbing
the vertices of a hypercube, then we add an extra point.

2.1. Perturbation of the hypercube. Our construction is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Given a (d− 1)-dimensional hypercube in Rd and ε > 0 one can move a vertex
of the hypercube by distance at most ε in a way that any angle determined by this point
and two other vertices of the hypercube is acute.

Formally, let X ⊂ Rd denote the vertex set of a (d − 1)-dimensional hypercube and let
x ∈ X be an arbitrary vertex. Then for all ε > 0 there exists x′ ∈ Rd such that |x−x′| ≤ ε
and the angles ∠x′yz and ∠yx′z are acute for any distinct y, z ∈ X \ {x}.

Proof. We may assume that

X = {0, 1} × · · · × {0, 1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1

×{0} ⊂ Rd,

that is, we consider the set X of those points for which each of the first d− 1 coordinates
is 0 or 1 and the last coordinate is 0.

We also assume that the vertex we want to move is x = (0, . . . , 0, 0) ∈ X. We claim that
the point

x′ = (a, . . . , a︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1

, b) ∈ Rd

satisfies the required properties for appropriately chosen 0 < a < 1 and b.
We need to check that all angles formed by x′ and two distinct vertices y, z ∈ X \ {x}

are acute.
Case 1: x′ is not the middle point. To show that the angle ∠x′yz is acute we need to
prove that the inner product 〈x′ − y, z − y〉 is positive. We can write this inner product as
a coordinate-wise sum. Since y and z are distinct, there is at least one coordinate where
they are different (one is 0, the other is 1). The contribution of such a coordinate to the
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inner product is either a, or 1 − a, which is positive given that 0 < a < 1. In the other
coordinates the contribution is clearly 0.
Case 2: x′ is the middle point. This time we need that the inner product 〈y − x′, z − x′〉
is positive. The contribution of each of the first d− 1 coordinates is one of the following:
−a(1−a), a2, (1−a)2. It follows that their total contribution is at least −(d−1)a(1−a) >
−(d−1)a. As for the last coordinate, its contribution to the inner product is b2. Therefore

〈y − x′, z − x′〉 > b2 − (d− 1)a.

In conclusion, all required angles are acute provided that

0 < a < 1 and b2 ≥ (d− 1)a.

These conditions can be easily satisfied along with |x− x′|2 = (d− 1)a2 + b2 ≤ ε2. �

By repeatedly applying the above lemma we get the following.

Proposition 5. Given a (d − 1)-dimensional hypercube in Rd and δ > 0 one can move
each vertex of the hypercube by distance at most δ such that the resulting 2d−1 points form
an acute set.

Proof. Let N ..= 2d−1 and let x1, x2, . . . , xN ∈ X be an enumeration of the vertices of the
hypercube (in an arbitrary order). We will apply the lemma to each xi (with different εi
that we will specify later) and obtain new points x′i. We start with x1 and apply the lemma
using ε1 = δ.

Now suppose that we have already obtained x′1, . . . , x
′
i for some 1 ≤ i < N and let Si be

the set of all triangles that are acute and whose vertices are among x′1, . . . , x
′
i, xi+1, . . . , xN .

We can clearly choose 0 < εi+1 ≤ εi in a way that if we move each vertex of a triangle in
Si by distance at most εi+1, then we still get an acute triangle.

We claim that in the end the points x′1, . . . , x
′
N will form an acute set. We need to show

that the triangle x′ix
′
jx
′
k is acute for any i < j < k. Since xj and xk are vertices of the

hypercube, the triangle x′ixjxk is acute according to the lemma. Therefore this triangle is
in the set Si. Since |x′j − xj| ≤ εj ≤ εi+1 and |x′k − xk| ≤ εk ≤ εi+1, it follows that x′ix

′
jx
′
k

is also an acute triangle. �

2.2. The cherry on the cake. Finally, we add one more point to the acute set. Let
X = {x1, . . . , xN} = {0, 1} × · · · × {0, 1} × {0} be the (d− 1)-dimensional unit hypercube
and let {x′1, . . . , x′N} be the acute set obtained using Proposition 5 with some small δ. We
claim that if we add x0 = (1/2, . . . , 1/2, c) to this set, then we will still have an acute set
provided that c >

√
d− 1/2 and δ is sufficiently small.

To see this, we first note that the distance |x0−xi| =
√

(d− 1)/4 + c2 is the same for each
i. Therefore every triangle x0xixj is isosceles, and consequently the angles at xi and xj are

automatically acute. As for the angle at x0, it is acute if and only if |xi−xj| <
√

2|x0−xi|.
Since |xi− xj| is at most

√
d− 1 for any two vertices of the unit hypercube, this is always

satisfied provided that c >
√
d− 1/2. Now by choosing δ to be sufficiently small the

triangles x0x
′
ix
′
j can be arbitrarily close to the triangles x0xixj, and hence they are acute

as well.
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